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Abstract
We start by summarizing the recently proposed implementa-
tion of the first non-blocking concurrent interpolation search
tree (C-IST) data structure. We then analyze the individual
operations of the C-IST, and show that they are correct and
linearizable. We furthermore show that lookup (and several
other non-destructive operations) are wait-free, and that the
insert and delete operations are lock-free.
We continue by showing that the C-IST has the following
properties. For arbitrary key distributions, this data structure
ensures worst-case O(logn + p) amortized time for search,
insertion and deletion traversals. When the input key distri-
butions are smooth, lookups run in expectedO(log logn +p)
time, and insertion and deletion run in expected amortized
O(log logn + p) time, where p is a bound on the number of
threads.
Finally, we present an extended experimental evaluation
of the non-blocking IST performance.
CCS Concepts • Theory of computation → Concur-
rent algorithms; Shared memory algorithms; •Computing
methodologies→ Concurrent algorithms;
Keywords concurrent data structures, search trees, inter-
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1 Introduction
The recently proposed non-blocking interpolation search
tree (C-IST) improves the asymptotic complexity of the basic
tree operations, such as insertion, lookup and predecessor
queries, from logarithmic to doubly-logarithmic for a spe-
cific class of workloads whose input key distributions are
smooth 1. For arbitrary key distributions, C-IST operations
retain standard logarithmic running time bounds.
1 Intuitively speaking, this property bounds the height of the "spikes" in the
probability density function of the input key set. The work on sequential
interpolation search trees defines smoothness more precisely [34].
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2020.
While C-IST was proposed and described in detail in re-
lated work [15], this paper analyzes the C-IST data structure
from the correctness and an asymptotic complexity stand-
point. This work furthermore extends the experimental anal-
ysis of the runtime behavior and performance of a concrete
implementation of C-IST, and compares C-IST to a wider
range of data structures.
After summarizing the C-IST data structure and its opera-
tions in Section 2, we put forth the following contributions:
• We prove that the basic C-IST operations are correct,
linearizable and non-blocking (wait-free lookup, and
lock-free modifications) in Section 3.
• We analyze the asymptotic complexity of the C-IST
algorithm in Section 4. In particular, we show that the
worst-case cost of a lookup operation is O(p + logn),
where p is the bound on the number of concurrent
threads and n is the number of keys in the C-IST; and
we show that the worst-case amortized running time
of insert and delete operations isO(γ (p+logn)), where
γ is a bound on average interval contention. Further-
more, we show that, when the input key distribution
is smooth, the expected worst-case running time of a
lookup operation is O(p + log logn); and the expected
amortized running time of insertion and deletion is
O(γ (p + log logn)).
• We present an extended experimental evaluation of
our C-IST implementation in Section 5. The evalua-
tion includes a performance comparison against seven
state-of-the-art concurrent tree data structures, a mea-
surement of last-level cache misses between C-IST
and best-performing competitors, a breakdown of exe-
cution time across different key-set sizes, parallelism
levels and update rates, the impact of using a multi-
counter in the root node, and a performance evaluation
on a No-SQL database workload, and a Zipfian distri-
bution workload, at different skew levels.
The paper ends with an overview of related work in Sec-
tion 6, and a short conclusion in Section 7.
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2 Non-Blocking Interpolation Search Tree
2.1 Data Types
Non-blocking IST consists of the data types shown in Fig-
ure 1. The main data type, named IST, represents the inter-
polation search tree. It has only one field called root, which
is a pointer to the root node of the data structure. When the
data structure is created, the root field points to an empty
leaf node of type Empty. The data type Single is used as
a leaf node that has a single key and an associated value.
The data type Inner represents inner nodes in the tree. The
relationship between these node types is shown on the right
side of Figure 1.
The Inner data type contains the search keys, and the
pointers to the children nodes. In addition to that, the Inner
data type has the field degree, which holds the number of
children of that inner node, and a field called initSize,
which holds the number of keys the corresponding subtree
had at the moment when this inner node was created. Apart
from the pointers in the children array, all of these fields
are written once when the inner node is created, and are not
modified after that.
Finally, Inner contains two more volatile fields, called
count and status. These two fields are used to coordinate
the rebuilding process. The count field contains the number
of updates that occurred in the subtree rooted at this inner
node since this inner node was created. The status field
contains an integer and two booleans. When the inner node
is created, it is (0,⊥,⊥). It changes to a non-zero value when
this inner node must be replaced with its copy during a
rebuilding operation (more on that later).
The Rebuild data type is used when a subtree needs to
be rebuilt. It has a field called target, which contains a
pointer to the root of the subtree that needs to be rebuilt. It
also has the field parent, which contains a pointer to the
Rebuild node’s parent, and the index of the target in
the parent node’s array of pointers to children. These two
fields are sufficient to replace the Rebuild in the parent
once the rebuild operation completes. The status field and
the Rebuild type are explained in more detail later.
To work correctly, the operations of the C-IST must main-
tain the following invariants.
Invariant 1 (Key presence). For any key k reachable in the
IST I, there exists exactly one path of the form I
root→ n0
children[i0]→ (n1 | r1 target→ n1) children[i1]→ . . . children[im−1]→
(nm | rm target→ nm), where nm holds the key k, rm is a
Rebuild node, and | is a choice between two patterns.
Definition 2.1 (Cover). A root node n covers the interval
⟨−∞,∞⟩. Given an inner node n of degree d that covers
the interval [a,b⟩, and holds the keys k0,k1, . . . ,kd−2 in its
keys array, its child n.children[i] covers the interval
[ki−1,ki ⟩, where we define k−1 = a and kd−1 = b.
Definition 2.2 (Content). A node n contains a key k if and
only if the path from the root of the IST I to the leaf with
the key k contains the node n. An IST I contains a key k if
and only if the root contains the key k.
Invariant 2 (Search tree). If a node n covers [a,b⟩ and con-
tains a key k, then k ∈ [a,b⟩.
Invariant 3 (Acyclicity). There are no cycles in the interpo-
lation search tree.
Definition 2.3 (Has-key). Relation hasKey(I,k) holds if
and only if I satisfies the invariants, and contains the key k .
In the C-IST data structure (and in the traditional, sequen-
tial IST as well), the degree d of a node with cardinality n is
Θ(√n). An example of an C-IST is shown in the figure below.
The root has a degree Θ(√n), its children have the degree
Θ( 4√n), its grandchildren have the degree Θ( 8√n) and so on.
 ...
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An ideal C-IST is a C-IST that is perfectly balanced. In
such a C-IST, the degree of a node with cardinality n is either
⌊√n⌋ or ⌈√n⌉, and the number of keys in each of the node’s
child subtrees is either ⌊√n⌋ or ⌈√n⌉. This property ensures
that depth is bound by O(log logn).
The interpolation search tree will generally not be ideal
after a sequence of insertion and deletion operations, but its
subtrees are ideal ISTs immediately after they get rebuilt.
2.2 Insertion and Deletion
An insertion operation first searches the tree to find a Single
or Empty node that is in a location corresponding to the in-
put key. Then, the resulting node is replaced with either
one or two new nodes. An Empty node gets replaced with
a new Single node that contains the new key. A Single
node gets replaced either with a new Single node in case of
finding an exact key match, or otherwise with a new inner
node that contains two single child nodes, which contain the
existing key and the newly added key.
To be able to decide when to rebalance a subtree, C-IST
must track the amount of imbalance in each subtree. To
achieve this, whenever a key is inserted or deleted at some
leaf, the sequential IST increments the value of the count
field, for all the inner nodes on the path from the root to
the leaf that was affected [34]. Once the count field reaches
a threshold at some inner node, the subtree below that in-
ner node gets rebuilt. The concurrent variant, C-IST, uses a
similar technique to track the amount of imbalance, but it
avoids the contention at the root, where the contention is
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struct IST is
root: Node
struct Single: Node is
key: KeyType
val: ValType
struct Inner: Node is
initSize: int
degree: int
keys: KeyType[]
children: Node[]
status: [int, bool, bool]
count: int
struct Empty: Node is
struct Rebuild: Node is
target: Inner
parent: Inner
index: int
root
 ...
...
Inner
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Figure 1. Data Types
most relevant, with a scalable quiescently-consistent multi-
counter [2].
After rebalancing gets triggered in some subtree, the subse-
quent modification operations in the corresponding subtree
must fail, and help complete that rebalancing operation be-
fore retrying themselves. To ensure that this happens, the
rebalancing operation sets the status field of all the inner
nodes in the subtree that is being rebuilt. When replacing
a child of the inner node, a modification operation, such as
insertion, atomically checks the status field of that inner
node. To achieve this, C-IST relies on an atomic double-
compare-single-swap (DCSS) primitive, which takes two ad-
dresses, two corresponding expected values, and one new
value as arguments, and behaves like a CAS, but succeeds
only if the second address also matches the expected value
for that second address. DCSS is bundled with a wait-free
DCSS_READ primitive, which reads the fields that can be con-
currently modified by a DCSS operation. This DCSS_READ
operation is used by the C-IST operation whenever the value
of an inner node’s children array needs to be read.
Figure 2 shows the pseudocode of the insert operation.
The delete operation is similar to insert. The main dif-
ference is that it either replaces a Single node with a new
Empty node, or does not change the data structure if the
key is not present. The deletion does not shrink the Inner
nodes. This allows for some Empty nodes to be accumulated
in the C-IST, but the rebuilding operations eventually occur,
and remove such empty nodes.
2.3 Partial Rebuilding
When an insertion or deletion operation observes that a
subtree rooted at some inner node tarдet (henceforth, we
call that subtree the “target subtree”) has become sufficiently
imbalanced, it triggers the rebuild operation on that subtree,
which is shown in Figure 3. The rebuilding operation occurs
in four steps. First, a thread announces its intention to rebuild
the target subtree by creating a descriptor object of the type
Rebuild, and it inserts this descriptor between the tarдet
and its parent with a DCSS operation. After the first step,
other threads can cooperate on the rebuild operation. Second,
this thread must prevent further modifications in the target
subtree, so it does a preorder traversal to set a bit in the
status field of each node of that target subtree. After the
second step, no key can be added or removed from the target
subtree. Third, the thread creates an ideal IST (rooted at a
new inner node called ideal) using the old subtree’s keys
1 procedure insert(ist, key, val)
2 path = [] // Stack that saves the path.
3 n = ist.root
4 while true
5 index = interpolationSearch(key, n)
6 child = DCSS_READ(n.children[index])
7 if child is Inner
8 n = child
9 path.push( [child, index] )
10 else if child is Empty | Single
11 r = createFrom(child, key, val)
12 result =
13 DCSS(n.children[index], child, r, n.status, [0,⊥,⊥])
14 if result == FAILED_MAIN_ADDRESS
15 continue // Retry from the same n.
16 else if result == FAILED_AUX_ADDRESS
17 return insert(ist, key, val) // Retry from the root.
18 else
19 for each [n, index] in path
20 FETCH_AND_ADD(n.count, 1)
21 parent = ist.root
22 for each [n, index] in path
23 count = READ(n.count)
24 if count >= REBUILD_THRESHOLD * n.initSize
25 rebuild(n, parent, index)
26 break // exit for
27 parent = n
28 return true
29 else if child is Rebuild
30 helpRebuild(child)
31 return insert(ist, key, val) // Retry from the root.
Figure 2. Insert Operation
(rooted at the target subtree, i.e. tarдet ). Finally, the thread
uses a DCSS operation to replace the target subtree with
the new ideal subtree in the parent. All other threads can
compete to complete second, third and the fourth step.
2.4 Collaborative Rebuilding
When a lot of threads concurrently attempt to modify the
C-IST, the rebuilding procedure described in Section 2.3 suf-
fers from a scalability bottleneck. For example, since many
threads compete tomark the old subtree in the markAndCount
procedure, multiple threadswill typically try to set the status
bits of the same nodes. Similarly, multiple threads attempt
to create the ideal version of the same target subtree in the
createIdeal procedure from Figure 3, so part of the overall
work gets duplicated. To reduce contention, a collaborative
rebuilding algorithm is used, which allows threads to mark
and rebuild different parts of the subtree in parallel.
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32 procedure rebuild(node, p, i)
33 op = new Rebuild(node, p, i)
34 result = DCSS(p.children[i], node, op, p.status, [0,⊥,⊥])
35 if result == SUCCESS then helpRebuild(op)
36
37 procedure helpRebuild(op)
38 keyCount = markAndCount(op.target)
39 ideal = createIdeal(op.target, keyCount)
40 p = op.parent
41 DCSS(p.children[op.index], op, ideal, p.status, [0,⊥,⊥])
42
43 procedure markAndCount(node)
44 if node is Empty then return 0
45 if node is Single then return 1
46 if node is Rebuild then return markAndCount(op.target)
47 // node is Inner
48 CAS(node.status, [0,⊥,⊥], [0,⊥,⊤])
49 keyCount = 0
50 for index in 0 until length(node.children)
51 child = READ(node.children[index])
52 if child is Inner then
53 [count, finished, started] = READ(child.status)
54 if finished then keyCount += count
55 else keyCount += markAndCount(child)
56 else if child is Single then keyCount += 1
57 CAS(node.status, [0,⊥,⊤], [keyCount,⊤,⊤])
58 return keyCount
Figure 3. Rebuild Operation
struct Rebuild: Node is
target: Inner
newTarget: Inner
parent: Inner
index: int
struct Inner: Node is
initSize: int
degree: int
keys: KeyType[]
children: Node[]
status: [int, bool, bool]
count: int
nextMark: int
Figure 4. Modified Data Types for Collaborative Rebuilding
The previous rebuilding algorithm from Section 2.3 is
changed in several ways to allow threads to perform rebuild-
ing collaboratively. First of all, the markAndCount proce-
dure, responsible for setting the status bits in a subtree, is
replaced with a new markAndCountCollaborative pro-
cedure. In this new procedure, helper threads attempt to
process different parts of the target subtree in parallel. They
carefully avoid duplicating the work by picking a differ-
ent initial index for traversing the children of the current
node: each thread atomically increments a special field called
nextMark to decide on its index. This is shown in Figure 5,
in which we note the changes to the old markAndCount
procedure.
Second, the call to createIdeal, inside the procedure
helpRebuild in Figure 3, is replaced with a call to a new
procedure createIdealCollaborative, in which a new
root of the subtree is first created (whose children array
initially contains only null-pointers) and then announced to
the other threads, as before. For this purpose, the newTarget
field is added to the Rebuild data type, as shown in Figure 4,
43 procedure markAndCountCollaborative(node)
// ... same as markAndCount until line 48, but with
// recursive calls to markAndCountCollaborative ...
49 if node.degree > COLLABORATION_THRESHOLD
50 while true
51 index = FETCH_AND_ADD(node.nextMark, 1)
52 if index >= node.degree then break
53 markAndCountCollaborative(node.children[index])
// ... same as markAndCount from line 49, but with
// recursive calls to markAndCountCollaborative ...
Figure 5. The markAndCountCollaborative Procedure
to store the root node of the new subtree. Each null-pointer
in the new root of the subtree represents a “subtask” that a
thread can perform by building the corresponding subtree
(and then changing the corresponding null-pointer to point
to this new subtree). Note that many of these subtasks can be
performed in parallel. Until the new ideal IST is complete, the
newTarget node effectively acts as a lock-free work pool
of tasks that the threads compete for. Note that the afore-
mentioned nextMark field in the Inner nodes is set to zero,
so that it can be used for collaborative marking during the
next rebuild operation.
The subtlety of these changes is to distribute work be-
tween the threads while at the same time retaining the lock-
freedom property, which mandates that all work is done
after a finite number of steps, even if some threads block.
The collaborative rebuilding algorithm is shown in Figure 6.
2.5 Lookup
The lookup subroutine is shown in Figure 7. Similar to
insert, it starts with an interpolation search, and repeats
it at each inner node until reaching an Empty or a Single
node. If it reaches a Single node that contains the specified
key, it returns true. Otherwise, if lookup encounters an
Empty node or a Single node that does not contain the
specified key, it returns false.
If lookup encounters a Rebuild object, it can safely
ignore the rebuild operation – lookup simply follows the
target pointer to move to the next node, and continues tra-
versal. Unlike the insert operation, lookup does not need
to help concurrent subtree-rebuilding operations. Lookups
do not need to help to ensure progress, and so they avoid the
unnecessary slowdown. Apart from the use of the DCSS_READ
operation, and checking for the Rebuild objects, lookup
effectively behaves in the same way as the sequential inter-
polation tree search.
2.6 Summary
We presented the C-IST data types and operations precisely,
but without lengthy explanations of the pseudocode. For a
more descriptive discussion and concrete example scenarios,
we refer the readers to related work [15].
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59 procedure createIdealCollaborative(op, keyCount)
60 if keyCount < COLLABORATION_THRESHOLD then
61 newTarget = createIdeal(op.target, keyCount)
62 else
63 newTarget = new Inner(
64 initSize = keyCount,
65 degree = 0, // Will be set to final value in line 76.
66 keys = new KeyType[ ⌊√keyCount⌋ - 1],
67 children = new Node[ ⌊√keyCount⌋],
68 status = [0, ⊥, ⊥], count = 0, nextMark = 0)
69 if not CAS(op.newTarget, null, newTarget) then
70 // Subtree root was inserted by another thread.
71 newTarget = READ(op.newTarget)
72 if keyCount < COLLABORATION_THRESHOLD then
73 while true
74 index = READ(newTarget.degree)
75 if index == length(newTarget.children) then break
76 if CAS(newTarget.degree, index, index + 1) then
77 if not rebuildAndSetChild(op, keyCount, index)
78 return newTarget
79 for index in 0 until length(newTarget.children)
80 child = READ(newTarget.children[index])
81 if child == null then
82 if not rebuildAndSetChild(op, keyCount, index)
83 return newTarget
84 return newTarget
85
86 procedure rebuildAndSetChild(op, keyCount, index)
87 // Calculate the key interval for this child, and rebuild.
88 totalChildren = ⌊√keyCount⌋
89 childSize = ⌊keyCount / totalChildren⌋
90 remainder = keyCount % totalChildren
91 fromKey = childSize * index + min(index, remainder)
92 childKeyCount = childSize + (index < remainder ? 1 : 0)
93 child = createIdeal(op.target, fromKey, childKeyCount)
94 if index < length(op.newTarget.keys)
95 key = findKeyAtIndex(op.target, fromKey)
96 WRITE(op.newTarget.keys[index], key)
97 // Set new child, check if failed due to status change.
98 result = DCSS(op.newTarget.children[index],
99 null, child, op.newTarget.status, [0, ⊥, ⊥])
100 return result != FAILED_AUX_ADDRESS
Figure 6. The createIdealCollaborative Procedure
101 procedure lookup(ist, key)
102 n = ist.root
103 while true
104 if n is Inner then
105 index = interpolationSearch(key, n)
106 n = DCSS_READ(n.children[index])
107 else if n is Single then return n.k == key ? n.v : null
108 else if n is Empty then return null
109 else if n is Rebuild then n = n.target
Figure 7. Lookup Operation
3 Correctness
In this section, we formalize the concurrent IST, and prove
that the operations are safe, linearizable and non-blocking.
We begin by introducing the concept of an abstract set, and
then define the correspondence between the abstract set and
the concurrent IST.
Definition 3.1 (Abstract set). An abstract set A is a mapping
A : K→ {⊤,⊥}, where K is the set of all keys, and which is
true (⊤) for keys that are present in the set. The abstract set
operations are: lookup(A,k) = ⊤ ⇔ k ∈ A, insert(A,k) =
{k ′ : k ′ ∈ A∨k ′ = k}, and delete(A,k) = {k ′ : k ′ ∈ A∧k ′ ,
k}.
Definition 3.2 (Validity). An IST I is valid if and only if
the Invariants 1, 2 and 3 hold.
Definition 3.3 (Consistency). An IST I is consistent with
the abstract set A if and only if ∀k ∈ A⇔ hasKey(I,k), (as
per Definition 2.3). The IST lookup operation is consistent
with an abstract set lookup if and only if ∀k,lookup(I,k)=
lookup(A,k). The IST insert and delete operations are
consistent with the abstract set insert and delete if and only
if for all keys k and initial states I consistent with some
abstract set A, they leave the IST in a state I’, consistent
with some abstract set A′, such that insert(A,k) = A′ or
delete(A,k) = A′, respectively.
Theorem 3.4 (Safety). An IST I that uses non-collaborative
rebuilding from Figure 3 is always valid and consistent with
some abstract set A. IST operations are consistent with the
abstract set semantics.
We prove safety inductively – it is easy to see that the
newly created IST is consistent with the empty abstract set.
For the inductive case, we must show that after each muta-
tion, the IST remains valid, and that it either remains consis-
tent with the same abstract setA, or becomes consistent with
some other set A′, according to the abstract set semantics.
After that, we extend the proof to the IST variant that uses
collaborative rebuilding.
Lemma 3.5 (Freezing). After markAndCount in line 38 of
Figure 3 completes, all the nodes in the corresponding subtree
have status different than [0,⊥,⊥].
Proof. Consider the CAS in line 48 of Figure 3. Exactly one
thread will successfully execute this CAS. After this happens,
none of the entries in the children array will be modified,
since all the DCSS invocations are conditional on status
being zero. Assuming that the statement holds inductively
for the children, when a thread reaches the CAS in line 57, all
the inner nodes in the corresponding subtree have a non-zero
status. □
Lemma 3.6 (End of Life). If the field status of an inner
node n is [0,⊥,⊥] at t0, then the node n is reachable from the
root at some time t0.
Proof. Assume the converse – node n is unreachable at t0
and it has status set to [0,⊥,⊥]. The only instruction that
makes inner nodes unreachable is the DCSS in line 41 of
Figure 3, which is executed on n’s parent. This instruction
is executed after markAndCount in line 38 completes, so
the inner nodes in the corresponding subtree must have a
status value different than [0,⊥,⊥], by Lemma 3.5. □
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Lemma 3.7 (Cover stability). If a node n covers the interval
[a,b⟩ at some time t0 (as per Definition 2.1), then n covers the
same interval ∀t > t0, as long as n is reachable at the time t .
Proof. We prove this inductively. For the base case, the state-
ment trivially holds for the root. Next, assume that it holds
for the parent of some node n. If n is reachable at some time
t , then so is its parent, whose cover did not change. Since
the cover of n is defined based on the cover of its parent and
the contents of the immutable keys array (as specified in
Definition 2.1), the cover of n also does not change after its
creation. □
Proof of Theorem 3.4. We consider all execution steps that
mutate the data structure, and reason about the respective
change in the corresponding abstract set.
Consider the DCSS in line 13 of Figure 2. If this DCSS
succeeds at t0, then the status field of the corresponding
node must be [0,⊥,⊥], and the node is reachable at t0, by
Lemma 3.6. Before t0, the tree is inductively valid and con-
sistent with some set A. After t0, the new node (created in
the createFrom subroutine) becomes reachable from the
root. The new node contains the new key, and (if child was
non-Empty, and its key different than the new key) the old
key from child. Therefore, this change is consistent with
the abstract set semantics. Furthermore, Invariants 1, and 3
are trivially preserved. To see that Invariant 2 holds, note
that all the nodes on the path from the root to node are
reachable, since node is reachable by Lemma 3.6. Each of
those nodes covers exactly the same interval that it covered
when interpolationSearch ran in line 5 of Figure 2, by
Lemma 3.7. The node that was created by the createFrom
subroutine also respects Invariant 2. Therefore, the new key
is inside the intervals covered by those nodes, and the search
tree property is preserved.
Next, consider the DCSS in line 41 of Figure 3. After the
markAndCount call in line 38 completes, that DCSS cannot
succeed, by Lemma 3.5. Thus, there will be no further updates
of the children arrays in that subtree, so the correspond-
ing subtree is effectively immutable. All createIdeal calls
occur after the subtree becomes immutable, and each such
call will create a new subtree that corresponds to the same
abstract set as the old subtree, so the DCSS in line 41 does
not change the consistency or the validity of the IST.
It is easy to see that the DCSS in line 34 of Figure 3 changes
neither the validity nor the consistency of an IST, since it
only inserts up to one Rebuild node between some two
Inner nodes.
Finally, neither the CAS instructions in lines 48 and 57
of Figure 3, nor the FETCH_AND_ADD in line 20 of Figure 2,
affect validity or consistency of the IST, since these properties
are independent of the status and the count fields. □
Next, we need to show safety for the collaborative IST
variant. The crux of the proof is to show that the proce-
dure markAndCountCollaborative and the procedure
createIdealCollaborative have the same semantics as
their non-collaborative variants.
Lemma 3.8 (Collaborative Freezing). After the procedure
markAndCountCollaborative from Figure 5 completes, all
the nodes in the corresponding subtree have status different
than [0,⊥,⊥].
Proof. After lines 49-53 of markAndCountCollaborative
complete, some subset of the nodes below the target node
will have their status different than [0,⊥,⊥], due the CASes
in lines 48 and 57. This is not necessarily for all of the
nodes below the target node, since some threads might
still be processing their subtrees at the time when the cur-
rent thread exits the loop in lines 49-53. Nevertheless, the
loop from Figure 3 in lines 50-55, which also appears in
markAndCountCollaborative (after the loop in lines 49-
53), ensures that each descendant node has their status set
to a non-[0,⊥,⊥] value before the procedure ends, so the
proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.5. □
Corollary 3.9 (Collaborative End of Life). Lemma 3.6 holds
when the markAndCount procedure is replaced with the call
to markAndCountCollaborative.
Lemma 3.10 (Collaborative Ideal Tree Creation). Let T be a
subtree below the target node, which corresponds to some ab-
stract set S, and on which markAndCountCollaborative
completed. Once the createIdealCollaborative completes,
either the tree T gets replaced with a new ideal tree T’ that
corresponds to the same abstract set S, or the status of the
target node changed to a non-[0,⊥,⊥] value.
Proof. First, not that the tree T is effectively-immutable by
Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 3.9, so the entries in its children
arrays never change.
The case in which the keyCount is below the threshold
creates an already-complete ideal tree newTarget. In the
other case, local variable newTarget is set to an empty root
node for the new ideal tree. If the CAS in line 69 succeeds,
then op.newTarget points to this new root. Conversely, if
that CAS fails, then op.newTarget points to a new root
created by another thread, which, due to the effectively-
immutable T based on which it was created, must be struc-
turally identical to the node in the local variable newTarget
(but is a different memory object in the heap). Thus, all
threads that move beyond the line 71, have the pointer to
the same root node in their newTarget variable, which cor-
responds to the pointer in the op.newTarget field.
Next, consider the case in which the status field of the
op.target node never changed to a non-[0,⊥,⊥] value. In
this case, the DCSS in line 98 of the rebuildAndSetChild
procedure can never fail due to a change in the auxiliary
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address. Therefore, in this case, rebuildAndSetChild al-
ways returns true, so the createIdealCollaborative
cannot return early in lines 78 or 83, and both loops must
finish before createIdealCollaborative returns.
Consider the loop in lines 73-78. After any thread exits this
loop, an entry i of the newTarget.children array contains
either null, or the i-th child of the ideal tree corresponding
to S. Moreover, after any thread exits this loop, it must be
true that newTarget.degree is equal to the length of the
newTarget.children array.
Next, consider the loop in lines 79-83. After any thread
exits this loop, it must be true that every entry i of the
newTarget.children array contains the i-th child of the
ideal tree corresponding to S. Moreover, i-th entry of the
newTarget.keys array contains the i-th key of the ideal
tree corresponding to S (due to the write in line 96).
Therefore, if the status field of the op.target node
did not change to a non-[0,⊥,⊥] value, then the procedure
createIdealCollaborative returns an ideal tree corre-
sponding to S.
Finally, consider the case in which the status field of the
op.target node did change to a non-[0,⊥,⊥] value. Here,
the claim trivially holds. □
Theorem 3.11 (Collaborative Safety). An IST I that uses
collaborative rebuilding from Figures 5 and 6 is always valid
and consistent with some abstract set A. IST operations are
consistent with the abstract set semantics.
Proof. Similar to the proof for Theorem 3.11, using Lemma 3.8
and Lemma 3.10 to show that the DCSS in line 41 does not
cause a change in the abstract set.
In particular, if the createIdealCollaborative returns
prematurely due to a non-[0,⊥,⊥] value in the status field,
then the DCSS in line 34 in Figure 3 will fail and cause a
restart from the root, due to a rebuild operation in one of
the ancestors. □
Linearizability follows naturally from the safety proofs,
since all the state-changing execution steps occur at the
atomic operations.
Corollary 3.12 (Linearizability). Lookup, insertion and dele-
tion operations are linearizable, in both the non-collaborative
and collaborative variant of the concurrent IST data structure.
Proof. For insertion and deletion, this follows immediately
from the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.11, since the DCSS in
line 13 is the linearization point. The linearization point of
a lookup is the last DCSS_READ in line 106 of Figure 7 that
was done on a node whose status field was [0,⊥,⊥]. □
We first state the non-blocking properties of the non-
collaborative IST variant. After that, we extend the proof to
the collaborative variant.
Theorem 3.13 (Non-Blocking). In the non-collaborative IST
variant, insertion and deletion are lock-free, and lookup is
wait-free.
Proof. By Invariant 3, every path in the IST is finite. The
lookup subroutine in Figure 7 executes a finite number of
steps in each loop iteration before advancing to the next
node on the path. At any point, there can be up to p insertion
threads that are racing to extend this path. The lookup
operation can potentially race with these inserting threads
(for example, if they are all repetitively extending the same
leaf node). However, after a finite number of steps, each
of these p threads will increment the count field beyond a
threshold and trigger the rebuild of the enclosing subtree.
At that point, the path can no longer be extended, and the
lookup observes a Rebuild node, and terminates in a finite
number of steps. Therefore, lookup is wait-free.
For the insertion and deletion, identify all the instructions
that do not change the abstract stateA, but can fail an instruc-
tion that is a linearization point. We call these instructions
housekeeping. The DCSS in line 34 of Figure 3 and the CAS in
line 48 of Figure 3, are the only such housekeeping instruc-
tions. These instructions can be executed only finitely many
times before some instruction changes A.
To see this, define the pending count of an inner node n
as the value of its field count increased by the number of
threadsp that are currently preparing to increment n.count
(note: each such thread can increment n.count at most once
without changingA). Next, identify all nodes whose pending
count crossed the threshold for rebuilding, and call them
triggered. Define an abstract variable V0 as the triggered
nodes that are directly pointed to by the children array.
Define V1 as the total number of inner nodes in the subtrees
of all triggered nodes whose status field is 0. Note that
V = V0 + V1 is finite. Furthermore, as long as A stays the
same, housekeeping instructions can only strictly decrease
V. When V is 0, neither the DCSS in line 34 of Figure 3 nor
the CAS in line 48 of Figure 3, can succeed, so they cannot
fail an instruction that would cause a linearization point. To
complete the proof, note that two invocations of the DCSS
in line 13 of Figure 2 are distanced by a finite number of
steps, by the same argument as for the READs in the lookup
subroutine. □
In the collaborative variant, the lookup operation is wait-
free by the same arguments. To prove that insertion and
deletion are also non-blocking, we need to show that the
markAndCountCollaborative procedure, as well as the
createIdealCollaborative procedure, both complete
in a finite number of steps.
Lemma 3.14. The markAndCountCollaborative proce-
dure and the createIdealCollaborative procedure are
wait-free.
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Proof. First, it is easy to see that helper procedures, such as
createIdeal, finish in a finite number of steps (because
the tree is finite).
Next, note that the loops in lines 50-55 of Figure 3, and the
lines 79-83 of Figure 6, both make progress in each iteration,
and finish within a finite number of execution steps.
The same is true of the loop in lines 50-53 of Figure 5
– after every iteration of the loop, the nextMark field is
strictly increased. Thus, markAndCountCollaborative is
wait-free.
The loop in lines 73-53 of Figure 6 contains a CAS on the
degree field that makes progress when successful. However,
that CAS fails only if another thread successfully executes
the same CAS on the degree field, incrementing it by 1.
Therefore, an iteration of that loop makes progress in both
cases, and completes in a finite number of iterations. This
proves that the createIdealCollaborative procedure
is wait-free. □
Corollary 3.15. In the collaborative IST variant, insertion
and deletion are lock-free, and lookup is wait-free.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.13 and Lemma 3.14. □
4 Complexity Analysis
The complexity proof for C-IST follows the argument for
sequential ISTs [34], with a fewmodifications – most notably,
it accounts for the fact that at any time there can be up to p
threads that are concurrently modifying the C-IST.
Lemma 4.1. Let p be the number of concurrent threads that
are modifying a C-IST. Worst-case depth of a C-IST that con-
tains n keys is O(p + logn).
Proof. Let u be some node and v be its parent. In the worst
case, all keys that were updated below the node v, were also
below its child u. In our case, the rebuild threshold R = 1/4,
so there were at most v .initSize/4+pv such updates, where
v .initSize is the initial size of the node v, and pv is the num-
ber of concurrent threads that are currently modifying the
subtree below v. We add pv because those threads possibly
inserted the new keys, but did not yet update the counts on
the path to the root.
Since u was an ideal tree at the time when its parent v
was created, we have that:
|u | ≤ √v .initSize +v .initSize/4 + pv ≤ v .initSize/2 + pv
(1)
Next, consider the longest path L from the root r to some
leaf. On this path, the total number of concurrent updates
that have not yet updated the count fields ispL ≤ ∑v pv = p.
The new nodes inserted by these pL ≤ p updates, which we
denote byw1,w2, . . . ,wpL must be at the suffix of the path,
that is:
L = r → v1 → . . . → vd0 → w1 → . . . → wpL (2)
Otherwise, if the nodes represented by those updates were
moved elsewhere, then a rebuild must have been triggered,
meaning that the count fields had already been updated,
which is a contradiction with how we definedw1, . . . ,wpL .
Therefore, these pL ≤ p updates can only increase the
depth by pL . Let us ignore them in the size consideration
momentarily. For the prefix r → v1 → . . . → vd0 of the path
L, we have:
r .initSize ≥ 2 · |v1 | ≥ . . . ≥ 2d0 · 1 (3)
Furthermore, r .initSize ≤ |r | · (1 − R)−1 so the depth d of
the path L is:
d = pL + d0 ≤ p + log2(r .initSize) ≤ O(p + log |r |) (4)
which proves the claim of the lemma. □
Lemma4.2. Theworst-case amortized cost of insert and delete
operations, without including the cost of searching for the node
in the C-IST, isO(γ (p + logn)), where γ is a bound on average
interval contention.
Proof. Let us consider the execution at a nodev between two
rebuilding phases. We can split the work performed at the
node itself and by operations which traverse it into three
disjoint categories:
• Work performed to rebuild the node.
• Work by operations which traverse the node v but fail
in line 17 and restart from the root.
• Work performed by successful operations, which do
not restart from the root.
First, note that the amortized cost of a single successful
operation is no worse than the worst-case length of a root-to-
leaf path, which isO(p + loдn), by Lemma 4.1. Second, notice
that, by standard non-blocking amortization argument, a
successful operation can be on average responsible for at
most γ distinct failed operations, each of which has worst-
case cost O(p + logn). Third, notice that the work necessary
to rebuild the subtree rooted at node v is in the order of
nodes(v) ≤ (1+R) ·v .initSize +p. However, this rebuild pro-
cess is triggered only when at least R · v .initSize operations
have succeeded in the subtree, as only successful operations
increment the counter and therefore trigger a rebuild.
We therefore obtain that the total amortized cost of a
successful operation is upper bounded by
O(γ (p + logn)+((1 + R) · v .initSize + p)/R · v .initSize)
=O(γ (p + logn)).
□
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To analyze the expected amortized cost of operations, we
introduce a concept of a µ-random C-IST, identically to the
sequential variant.
Definition 4.3. Let µ be a probability density function on
reals. A µ-random C-IST of size n is generated as follows:
1. Independently draw ns real keys according to the prob-
ability density µ, and use them to create an ideal IST.
2. Do a sequence of updatesU1, . . . ,Um , with i insertions
and d deletions, so that m = i + d and n = ns + i −
d . An insertion picks a random key according to the
probability density µ. A deletion picks a random key
that is present in the C-IST, according to a uniform
probability density.
We will now establish some bounds on the expected size
of subtrees in C-IST. We will track two components of the
C-IST size – the size contribution due to the updates that
are already completed, and the size contribution due to slow
updates due to straggler threads that have inserted a node,
but have not yet incremented the count fields, nor checked
whether a rebuild is required. We will assume a standard
non-malicious oblivious shared-memory scheduler, whose
actions are independent of the input distribution and of the
threads random coin flips.
Definition 4.4. Let the initial size of a node denote the node
count of its corresponding subtree at the point where it was
last rebuilt. Let the stable size denote the number of keys that
were inserted or deleted, and for which the count fields of
the nodes on the respective paths were updated, up to the
current node, at the current moment in time.
We show that, in a µ-random C-IST, as long as nodes have
size Ω(p), the stable size distributes evenly over the subtrees.
Lemma 4.5. Let µ be a density function with finite support
[a,b], let v be the root of a µ-random C-IST of initial size n0,
such that n0R > p, of stable size n at the current point. Let u
be a child of the node v. Then, the stable size of the subtree
rooted at u will be O(n1/2), at any future point in time until
the next rebuild of node u with probability ≥ 1 −O(n−1/2).
Proof. We start by noticing that, by the rebuild conditions,
and since there can be at most p − 1 pending operations
at any given point before the next rebuild, we have that
n ≤ (1 + R)n0 + p ≤ (1 + 2R)n0. Also, we know that there
could have been at most i ≤ Rn0 inserts into v since it was
last rebuilt.
At the time when v was rebuilt, its child u had the size√
n0±1. LetX be a random variable that denotes the number
of elements that were stored in u since that time. Using
the result from Theorem A from sequential ISTs [34], the
expectation and the variance ofX can be bounded as follows:
E(X ) = √n0 · i
n0 + 1
≤ R · √n0. (5)
Var (X ) ≤ E(X ) · (1 + i
n0 + 1
) ≤ 2 · R · √n0. (6)
We can therefore apply Chebyshev’s inequality P(|X −
E(X )| ≥ t) ≤ Var (x )t 2 for t = (1 + R)n1/20 , to bound the prob-
ability that X exceeds the square root size by a factor of
1 + R:
P(X ≥ (1 + R) · n1/20 ) ≤
2R
(1 + R)2 · n
−1/2
0 . (7)
Thus, the claim about the stable size follows.
□
Lemma 4.6. Let µ be a probability density with a finite sup-
port [a,b]. The expected total cost of processing a sequence of
n µ-random insertions and uniformly random deletions into
an initially empty C-IST is O(n(log logn + p)γ ), where γ is a
bound on average interval contention.
Proof. We proceed by defining the following token genera-
tion scheme for successful operations: we say that a traversal
corresponding to an insert or remove operation generates
a token at a node v if it passes the node on its walk from
the root to a leaf. (Notice that this also counts the number of
fetch-and-increment operations the walk will generate on
its backward path.) We can split such generated tokens into
internal tokens, which are generated at internal nodes, and
leaf tokens, which are generated at leaves. Notice that the
only way in which a walk can generate multiple leaf tokens
is if it encounters additional concurrent operations.
We proceed to first bound the expected number of internal
tokens generated by a successful root-to-leaf walk. If we
denote this number of additional internal tokens generated
by the successful update when starting from a node of stable
sizem by T (m), we have that, by Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.1,
T (m) ≤ 1 +T (O(m1/2)) +O(m−1/2) ·O(logm), (8)
where the recursion has to stop at nodes of maximum initial
sizep. However, the number of tokens generated nodes below
this size is at most p, and therefore, by the above recursion,
we obtain that the expected number of generated internal
tokens by a traversal can be at most O(p + log logn). We
are therefore left with the task of bounding the number
of leaf tokens generated by the successful walk. Since the
operations are non-blocking, the average number of such
tokens per walk is O(p), which yields a total average token
bound ofO(p + log logn). Similarly to Lemma 4.2, we notice
that each token corresponds to a constant amount of work by
some operation. Therefore, the amortized cost of successful
operations is O(p + log logn).
Our argument so far has only taken into account suc-
cessful traversals, which do not restart from the root. If we
simply amortize each failed traversal against the successful
one which caused it to fail, we obtain that each successful
traversal i can be charged for O(γi (p + log logn)) tokens,
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where γi is its interval contention. Therefore, we get that the
amortized expected cost of an operation isO(γ (p+log logn)),
as claimed.
We note that stronger bounds on amortized expected cost
could potentially be obtained by attempting to leverage the
structure of the distribution to bound the probability of a
collision. However, this is not immediate, since the smooth-
ness property does not imply a small upper bound on the
probability of a key. □
Lemma 4.7. Let µ be a smooth probability density, as defined
by Mehlhorn and Tsakalidis [34], for a parameter α , such that
1
2 ≤ α < 1, and let v be the root of a µ-random C-IST with pa-
rameter α . Then, the expected search time in the v.children
is O(1).
Proof. Since the children array is immutable, the proof is
precisely identical to the one in the related work on sequen-
tial ISTs [34]. □
Lemma 4.8. Let µ be a smooth probability density for a pa-
rameter α , such that 12 ≤ α < 1. The expected search time in a
µ-random IST of size n is O(log logn + p).
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 4.7 and the argument
in Lemma 4.6, and the bound of ≤ p on the size of a root
extension before a rebuild is triggered from Theorem 3.13.
□
5 Evaluation
5.1 Basic Experimental Evaluation
This section summarizes the experimental setup, and the re-
sults reported in the related work that proposes and describes
C-IST in detail [15].
We implemented the concurrent IST in C++, and we ran
the benchmarks on a NUMA system with four Intel Xeon
Platinum 8160 3.7GHz CPUs, each of which has 24 cores and
48 hardware threads. Within each CPU, cores share a 33MB
LLC, and cores on different CPUs do not share any caches.
The system has 384GB of RAM, and runs Ubuntu Linux
18.04.1 LTS. Our code was compiled with GCC 7.4.0-1, with
the highest optimization level (-O3). Threads were pinned to
cores such that thread counts up to 48 ran on only one CPU,
thread counts up to 96 run on only two CPUs, and so on.
We used the fast scalable allocator jemalloc 5.0.1-25. When a
memory page is allocated on our 4-CPU Xeon system, it has
an affinity for a single CPU, and other CPUs pay a penalty to
access it. We used the numactl -interleave=all option
to ensure that pages are evenly distributed across CPUs.
The goal of this section is to show that the amortized
O(log logn) running time induces performance improve-
ments on datasets that are reasonably large. We therefore
evaluate the C-IST operations against other comparable data
structures in Section 5.1.1, where we show, for 1 billion keys,
improvements ranging from 15-50% compared to the (a,b)-
tree [13] (the next best alternative), depending on the ratio
of updates and lookups. To further characterize the perfor-
mance, we compare the average key depth and the impact
on cache behavior in Section 5.1.2. We conclude with a com-
parison of memory footprints in Section 5.1.3.
5.1.1 Comparison of the Basic Operations
Figure 10 shows the throughput of concurrent IST operations,
compared against other sorted set data structures, for dataset
sizes of k = 2 · 108 and k = 2 · 109 keys, and for u = 0%,
u = 1%, u = 10% and u = 40%, where u is the ratio of update
operations among all operations.
In all cases, C-IST operations have much higher through-
put than Natarajan and Mittal’s non-blocking binary search
tree (NM), and concurrent AVL trees due to Bronson (BCCO).
For update ratios u = 0% and u = 1%, concurrent IST also
has a higher throughput compared to Brown’s non-blocking
(a,b)-tree. The underlying cause for better throughput is a
lower rate of LLC misses due to IST’s doubly-logarithmic
depth. For higher update ratiosu = 10% andu = 40%, the cost
of concurrent rebuilds starts to dominate the gains of doubly-
logarithmic searches, and ABTree has a better throughput for
k = 2 · 108 keys. Above k = 2 · 109 keys, ISTree outperforms
ABTree even for the update ratio of u = 40%.
5.1.2 Average Depth and Cache Behavior
The main benefit of C-IST’s expected-O(log logn) depth is
that the key-search results in less cache misses compared to
other tree data structures. The plot shown below compares
the average number of pointer hops required to reach a key
(error bars show min/max values over all trials), for dataset
sizes from 2 · 106 to 2 · 109 keys. While the average depth
is 20-40 for NM and BCCO, the average ABTree depth is
between 6 and 10, and the average C-IST depth is below 5.
The differences in aver-
age depths between these
data structures correlate
with the average num-
ber of cache misses. Fig-
ure 11 compares the aver-
age number of last-level
cache-misses between the different data structures, for dif-
ferent update ratios u. For the dataset size of 2 · 109 keys,
ISTree operations undergo 2× less cache misses, and slightly
fewer cache misses than ABTree.
5.1.3 Memory Footprint
Due to using a lower number of nodes for the same dataset,
the average space overhead is lower for the C-IST than the
other data structures. Figure 8 shows the different memory
footprints for four different dataset sizes. C-IST has a relative
space overhead of ≈30-100%, whereas the overhead of the
other data structures is between ≈120-400%.
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Figure 8.Memory Footprint Comparison
5.2 Extended Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we show additional experimental data that
did not fit into the main body of the paper.
Excluding data structures fromgraphs.Aswementioned
in Section 5.1, we also compared ISTree with many other
concurrent search trees, including the external lock-free BST
of Ellen et al. [22] (EFRB), the internal lock-free BST of How-
ley and Jones [30] (HJ), the partially external lock-free BST
of Drachsler et al. [21] (DVY), the internal lock-free BST of
Ramachandran and Mittal [55] (RM), the external lock-based
BST of David et al. [18] (DGT), and the external lock-free
BST (BER), lock-free relaxed AVL tree (RAVL), and lock-free
Chromatic tree (Chromatic) of Brown et al. [13].
Unfortunately, the implementations of HJ and RM (which
we obtained fromASCYLIB [18]) failed basic validation check-
sums. Even after attempting to fix the implementations as
much as possible, the failures were persistent. Since the im-
plementations are not correct, it does not make sense to
benchmark them. The remaining implementations, EFRB,
DVY, DGT, DER, RAVL and Chromatic were all consistently
outperformed by BCCO and, hence, merely obscured the re-
sults. To give a sense of what the full data looks like, Figure 9
compares the implementations that do not fail checksum val-
idation using the same experimental setup as Section 5.1.1.
(RAVL and Chromatic perform similarly to BER and are ex-
cluded.) Thus, we decided not to include any of these data
structures in our graphs.
Throughput. Figure 10 shows the throughput of the differ-
ent concurrent data structures for different update percent-
ages (0%, 1%, 10% and 40%), and dataset sizes ranging from
106 to 109.
LLCmisses. Figure 11 shows the average count of last-level
cache-misses for different update percentages (0%, 1%, 10%
and 40%), and dataset sizes ranging from 106 to 109.
Figure 9. Full comparison of basic operations for all (non-
failing) data structures, higher is better
Collaborative rebuilding. Figures 12 and 13 show the break-
down of the execution time, with non-collaborative and col-
laborative rebuilding, respectively. Plots in Figure 12 show
that, as the ratio of updates grows beyond 10%, the execution
time quickly becomes dominated by rebuilding. In fact, most
of the rebuilding time is spent in helping operations in which
a created subtree ends up being discarded. The proportion of
discarded subtrees grows with the number of threads. Plots
in Figure 13 show that, when using collaborative rebuilding,
almost no time is spent in discarding the subtrees.
Using a multicounter in the root node. Our concurrent
IST implementation uses atomic fetch-and-add instructions
to implement update counters in inner nodes, but uses a mul-
ticounter in the root node to reduce contention. Figure 14
compares the throughput of a concurrent IST with a multi-
counter against an IST with a simple fetch-and-add-counter
in the root node, when using 190 threads. In the variant that
uses a simple fetch-and-add-counter in the root, through-
put is reduced to 15% − 33% compared to the multicounter
variant.
No-SQL databaseworkload.We study a simple in-memory
database management system called DBx1000 [59], which
is used in multi-core database research. DBx implements
a simple relational database, which contains one or more
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Figure 10. Comparison of Basic Operations, Higher is Better
tables. Each table can have one or more key fields and as-
sociated indexes. Each index allows processes to query a
specific key field, quickly locating any rows in which the key
field contains a desired value. We replace the default index
implementation in DBx with each of the BSTs that we study.
Following the approaches in [6, 59], we run a subset of the
well known Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) core
with a single table containing 100 million rows, and a single
index. Each thread performs a fixed number of transactions
(100,000 in our runs), and the execution terminates when
the first thread finishes performing its transactions. Each
transaction accesses 16 different rows in the table, which
are determined by index lookups on randomly generated
keys. Each row is read with probability 0.9 and written with
probability 0.1. The keys that a transaction will access are
generated according to a Zipfian distribution following the
approach in [26].
The results, which appear in Figure 15, show how per-
formance degrades as the distribution of accesses to keys
becomes highly skewed. (Higher θ values imply a more ex-
treme skew. A θ value of 0.9 is extremely skewed.)
Trees containingZipfian-distributedkeys. Since the per-
formance of the ISTree can theoretically degrade when the
tree contains a highly skewed set of keys, we construct a syn-
thetic benchmark to study such scenarios. In this benchmark,
n threads access a single instance of the ISTree, and there
is a prefilling phase followed by a measured phase. In the
prefilling phase, each thread repeatedly generates a key from
a Zipfian distribution (θ = 0.5) over the key range [1, 108]
(picking one of 100 million possible keys), and inserts this
key into the data structure (if it is not already present). This
continues until the data structure contains 10 million keys
(only 10% of the key range), at which point the prefilling
phase ends. In the measured phase, all threads perform u%
updates and (100 − u)% searches (for u ∈ {0, 1, 10}) on keys
drawn from the same Zipfian distribution, for 30 seconds.
This entire process is repeated for multiple trials, and for
thread counts n ∈ {24, 48, 96, 144, 190} (with at least one
core left idle to run system processes). The results, which
appear in Figure 16, suggest that the ISTree can be surpris-
ingly robust in scenarios where it contains a highly skewed
distribution.
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Figure 11. Summary of Last-Level Cache Misses, Lower is Better
6 Related Work
Sequential interpolation search was first proposed by Peter-
son [39], and subsequently analyzed by [24, 38, 58]. The dy-
namic case, where insertions and deletions are possible, was
proposed by Frederickson [23]. The sequential IST variant we
build on is by Mehlhorn and Tsakalidis [34]. This data struc-
ture supports amortized insertions and deletions in O(logn)
time, under arbitrary distributions, and amortized insertion,
deletion, and search, in O(log logn) time under smoothness
assumptions on the key distribution. To improve scalabil-
ity, we augmented C-IST with parallel marking (to prevent
updates during rebuilding), and a parallel rebuilding phase.
For concurrent search data structures ensuring predeces-
sor queries, the work that is closest to ours is the Skip-
Trie [37], which allows predecessor queries in amortized
expectedO(log logu + γ ) steps, and insertions and deletions
in O(γ log logu) time, where u is the size of the key space,
and γ is an upper bound on contention. The C-IST provides
inferior runtime bounds in the worst case (e.g., O(logn) ver-
sus O(log logu) amortized); however, the guarantees pro-
vided under distributional assumptions are asymptotically
the same. We believe the C-IST should provide superior prac-
tical performance due to better cache behavior. We have
attempted to provide a comparison of the C-IST with an
open-source implementation of the SkipTrie [1]; we found
that this implementation had significant stability and perfor-
mance issues, which render a fair comparison impossible.
There is considerable work on designing efficient concur-
rent search tree data structures with predecessor queries,
e.g. [6, 9, 11, 13, 14, 14, 21, 36]. The average-case complex-
ity of these operations is usually logarithmic in the number
of keys. For large key counts (our target application) this
search term dominates, giving the C-IST a significant perfor-
mance advantage. This effect is apparent in our experimental
section.
Other work on concurrent search tree data structures in-
cludes early work by Kung [31], Bronson’s lock-based con-
current AVL trees [10], Pugh’s concurrent skip list [54], and
later improvements by Herlihy et al. [28] (which the JDK
implementation is based on), non-blocking BSTs due to Ellen
et al. [22], and the KiWi data structure due to Basin et al. [8].
The DCSS and DCSS_READ primitives that we rely on
were originally proposed by Harris [27]. The DCSS primitive
needs to allocate a descriptor object to synchronize multiple
memory locations. Our C++ implementation of DCSS, due
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Figure 12. Breakdown of Time Spent, when Using Non-Collaborative Rebuilding ( creating, marking, useless helping,
deallocation, locating garbage, other). Bars are annotated with f , the number of times the root (entire tree) was rebuilt.
to Arbel-Raviv and Brown [4], is able to recycle the descrip-
tors. There are alternative primitives to DCSS with similar
expressive power, such as the GCAS instruction [48], used to
achieve snapshots in the Ctrie data structure.
Many concurrent data structures use the technique of
snapshotting the entire data structure or some part thereof,
with the goal of implementing a specific operation. The
SnapQueue data structure [41] uses a freezing technique
in which the writable locations are overwritten with spe-
cial values such that the subsequent CAS operations fail.
Ctries [40, 45, 46, 48] use the afore-mentioned GCAS op-
eration to prevent further updates to the data structure.
Work-stealing iterators [52, 53], used in work-stealing sched-
ulers [33, 51] for data-parallel collections [47], use similar
techniques to capture a snapshot of the iterator state.
The core motivation behind C-IST is to decrease the num-
ber of pointer hops during the key search. The underlying
reason for this is that cachemisses, which are incurred during
the key search, are the dominating factor in the operation’s
running time. The motivation behind the recently proposed
Cache-Trie data structure, a non-blocking Ctrie variant, is
similar – Cache-Tries use an auxiliary, quiescently-consistent
table to speed up the key searches [42–44].
Our implementation of the C-IST data structure uses a
scalable concurrent counter in the root node to track the
number of updates since the last rebuild of the root node.
In the past, a large body of research focused on scalable
concurrent counters, both deterministic and probabilistic
variant thereof [2, 7, 19, 20, 29, 57]. Scalable counters are use-
ful in a number of other non-blocking data structures, which
use counters to track their size or various statistics about
the data structure. These include non-blocking queues [35],
FlowPools [49, 50, 56], concurrent hash maps in the JDK [32],
certain concurrent skip list implementations [25], and graphs
with reachability queries [17].
Our C-IST implementation is done in C++, and it uses
a custom concurrent memory management scheme due to
Brown [12, 16]. In addition, our implementation uses tech-
niques that decrease memory-allocator pressure by reusing
the descriptors that are typically used in lock-free algo-
rithms [3–5].
7 Conclusion
We proved the correctness, linearizability and non-blocking
behavior of the C-IST data structure. We furthermore ana-
lyzed the doubly-logarithmic complexity of the basic C-IST
operations. An extended experimental evaluation suggest
that C-IST significantly improves upon the performance of
competitive state-of-the-art search data structures, in some
cases by up to ≈ 3.5×, and the current best-performing al-
ternative by up to 50%. In highly skewed workloads, C-IST
loses some of its performance advantages but nevertheless
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Figure 13. Breakdown of Time Spent, when Using Collaborative Rebuilding ( creating, marking, useless helping,
deallocation, locating garbage, other). Bars are annotated with f , the number of times the root (entire tree) was rebuilt.
Figure 14. Effect of Using a Multicounter in the Root Node
exhibits a similar performance as the next best concurrent
tree data structure.
Given the importance of Big Data workloads and very
large databases, we believe that the techniques used in the C-
IST data structure have the potential to trigger an intriguing
line of future work.
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